
CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF CIVIL WAR ESSAY

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Did you know Americaâ€™s bloodiest battle fought on their own soil was the Civil
War? The Civil War was fought on American soil between the northern states and the southern states. Slavery, the
Missouri Compromise, and John Brownâ€™s attack on Harpers.

Historians have stated slavery was the primary cause of the American Civil War, while other historians have
argued there were other causes and effects in conjunction with slavery. Because of the larger population in the
northern region, greater technological advances and economic success lead to greater quantities of
manufactured goods, therefore slavery was gradually phased out. Three important causes that led to the victory
of the North are economic growth, secession, and the election of President Abraham Lincoln. Secession When
Lincoln was elected, many of the southern states decided they no longer wanted to be a part of the United
States. So exactly what caused the civil war? While the North no longer needed slaves, the South relied
heavily upon slaves for their way of life. Just five years later in South Carolina put nullification into practice
when the state suspended a tax on imports Stoddard and Murphy, 6. They fought over the issue for years. The
industrial-reliable north had a high support for the implementation of tariffs Several people were killed in
small skirmishes giving the confrontation the name Bleeding Kansas. Some historians debate whether
differences in economy between northern and southern regions did help propel the war. They felt that they had
every right to leave. Slavery At the heart of much of the South's issues was slavery. The North believed in the
unity of a strong federal government over-ruling state governments on issues of national importance. You
need to keep the scope of your essay narrow enough to impress the targeted audience and earn good grades.
The North won the war and the south did their homework. How to choose the best civil war topic? In effect,
the issue of states rights caused many states to do just that and to form their own group called The
Confederacy or The Confederate States of America. The South relied on slavery for labor to work the fields.
Freedom to do what people wanted to do is what caused the American Civil war only on a much larger scale;
the whole south wanted to own and use slaves. It can be hard to analyze conflicting opinions of historians on
this issue within a specific limit of words or pages. To produce these products, the majority of southerners
used slaves. The American civil war was started because the north and the south had different views on an
issue. Even though there were differences of opinion on slavery within Union states at the time and not all the
states that held slaves were part of The Confederacy, it was generally clear that The North and The South held
opposing views to slavery, leading to political causes of the civil war. When I was younger my mom always
won and I did my homework, the same thing happened here. If the livelihoods of the majority of southern
businessmen were at stake, it is no wonder they would have gone to extraordinary lengths to defend their
interests. The Northern states relied more on manufacturing and subsistence farming rather than the
plantations that the south relied on. Many students use it if they lack specific skills or knowledge necessary to
secure more points. The South believed that this idea went against their Constitutional rights and that they
should be allowed to own slaves if they so desired. The north had more than two times the man power of the
south, and also more industrial areas in which they could produce weapons and other products needed for war.
Focus on significant events that changed its nature. The Economy New England states and the climate of The
North were largely not suited for farming and so this industry was not embraced. To put it simply, The North
liked producing products and The South liked growing, and so this produced the economic causes of the Civil
War. Key questions were posed: What rights do states have over the central government? Most teachers ask
students to use a 5-paragraph structure. The nullification incident was the first time a state attempted to push
its rights beyond those granted in the constitution and was a clear sign that political unrest would play a major
part in the future of the United States. These people were called abolitionists. From a philosophical
perspective, slave ownership was not consistent with republicanism, a philosophy which held unalienable
individual rights and liberty as its key central values. Everyone knows the United States has had its fair share
of wars. Many lives were laid down to form the structure of this country and fought for its right to freedom.
The culture of abolitionists in the Union vs. The region was flooded with supporters from both sides. It will
help not to compromise your future grades. The south refused to do their homework, so it started a war.


